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Abstract To meet the environmental challenges, the

use of plastic packaging must be drastically reduced.

Paper-based solutions may be a credible alternative

provided that their production cost is reduced. One

way may be to improve the paper stiffness to weight

ratio. In this work, a simple and low-cost approach is

proposed, which consists in printing a patterned grid of

starch at the paper surface by using a widespread

printing process. With only a small quantity of starch

(7 g/m2), the bending stiffness of a packaging paper of

60 g/m2 was multiplied by more than a factor three.

This improvement originates from the permanent 3D

shape the paper unexpectedly took after printing. The

printed lines formed ‘‘valleys’’ whereas the unprinted

zones were raised, forming ‘‘mountains’’. Drying

shrinkage of the starch is assumed to play a major

role, in particular by inducing local buckling of the

unprinted zones. In addition, the resulting 3D shape

could be interestingly tuned by adjusting the grid

pattern. Even if a better understanding is necessary to

be able to well control the phenomena, this approach

appears relevant to form ‘‘architectured’’ papers with

improved bending resistance to weight ratio.

Keywords Paper � Starch � Screen printing �Bending

stiffness � Architectured material

Introduction

Paper is a mostly bio-sourced, recyclable and fully

biodegradable material. Regarding environmental

issues, paper offers an interesting alternative to plastic.

More and more actors of the packaging value chain

make efforts to reduce their use of plastic packaging.

In this context, the demand for paper-based packaging

has never been greater. Innovative surface treatments

have been developed to give paper the required barrier

properties or sealing ability while guaranteeing it

remains biodegradable and recyclable (Johansson

et al. 2012). However, the production cost of these

new papers must be reduced to make the switch from

plastic to paper economically viable. One efficient

way may be to decrease the paper weight while

maintaining suitable levels of stiffness and strength

(Hubbe 2014).
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Paper has an interesting strength to weight ratio. A

packaging paper of 60 g/m2 has an elastic modulus of

5–7 GPa for a tensile strength close to 100 MPa.

Mechanical properties of paper are piloted by fibre’s

mechanical behaviour and low energy chemical

bonding at fibre–fibre contacts developed when water

is expelled during paper forming. Fibres bond to each

other by several mechanisms: mechanical interlock-

ing, Coulomb forces, hydrogen bonding and Van der

Waals forces (Hubbe, 2006, Hirn & Schennach 2015).

Besides, cationic polymers are often used to enhance

the paper strength (Lindstrom et al. 2005). They

(i) increase the specific bond strength by developing

the area in molecular contact, enhancing molecular

interactions, (ii) improve the sheet density and the

potential bonding area, as well as (iii) decrease stress

concentrations in the fibre network initiated during

drying. Among them, cationic starch is one of the most

used. Micro-fibrillated cellulose (MFC), introduced at

the wet end, can also significantly strengthen paper by

activating the physical mechanisms (i) and (ii) (Lind-

strom et al. 2016)

However, as strength improving strategies often

result in reducing the paper thickness, they may lead to

reduce its bending stiffness, knowing that bending

stiffness varies according to the moment of inertia of

the paper cross-section (Fellers & Carlsson 2002).

Packaging material often requires bending stiffness to

ensure box panels buckling resistance (Viguié &

Dumont 2013) or self-standing ability in the case of

flexible packaging (e.g. dry food stand up pouches).

Designing embossed or ribbed plate or shell structures

is relevant to improve the moment of inertia of the

cross section and accordingly the bending stiffness to

weight ratio of materials (Huybrechts et al. 1999;

Laszczyk 2011). Indeed, these structures are widely

present in nature and used extensively in transports

and constructions (Wang et al. 2019). Bending and

buckling performances are mainly controlled by the

geometry of the ribs and the network they form (Akl

et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2019) or by the embossing

pattern or depth (Laszczyk 2011). The mechanical

performance may be specifically improved by using

auxetic patterned structures (Smardzewski 2013).

Recently, they have been interestingly printed on the

surface of fabrics (Kabir et al. 2020). This kind of

designs endows the core structure with the ability to

adapt to a bending force by forming a dome with

double curvature (Ren et al. 2018).

As mentioned earlier, starch is widely used in

papermaking for enhancing paper strength by adding

in the wet or dry end, as well as for surface finishing by

coating on the paper surface (Li et al. 2019). Starch is a

very low cost, bio-sourced, fully biodegradable and

highly available product. Besides, it can form self-

standing films after a gelatinization step with inter-

esting mechanical properties provided that it is slightly

plasticized (Viguié et al. 2007). In this work, we

studied the potential of printing a starch-based

patterned grid on a packaging paper to improve its

bending resistance. Screen printing was used since it is

the most common industrial process that can provide

suitable thickness of printed lines. Starch was inter-

estingly and unusually used as an ink. In the following,

the first section is dedicated to the description of the

grid printing approach. Then, the structural features of

the printed papers are described and their mechanical

performances are displayed. Finally, results are dis-

cussed in order to give some insights on the underlying

phenomena responsible for the resulting features and

performances of the printed papers.

Material & methods

Materials

An industrial paper of 60 g/m2 from Alhstrom-

Munksjo was mainly used in this study. It is made of

slightly refined chemical pulp from hardwood (70%)

and softwood (30%), calendered and coated with 10 g/

m2 of a formulation of mineral pigments (precipitated

calcium carbonate and kaolin) and latex. Its final

thickness is 58 lm. Two other papers of 70 g/m2 were

also used for comparison: a high-density paper

(tracing paper) of 63 lm thickness, made of 100%

highly refined chemical pulp without coating step, and

a low-density paper (blotting paper) of 125 lm

thickness, made of 100% unrefined chemical pulp.

Printing approach

Ink formulation

The starch-based formulation was prepared from a

thermo-modified corn starch with low molecular

weight from the Cargill Company. It was cooked at

90 �C for 30 min with a suitable quantity of water to
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obtain a solution with a viscosity of 1350 mPa.s at 60�.
Its final dry content was around 40 wt%.

Screen printing

The screen-printing machine used in this work is a

semi-automatic printer (EKRA Serio E2), easy-to-

handle and suitable for laboratory printings. The

formulation was put on the screen at the working

temperature with a syringe (Fig. 1a). Then, the mobile

table with the sample to print went under the screen,

the squeegee made the ink going through the screen

with set speed, pressure and angle (Fig. 1b). Due to the

small volume of ink on the screen, the temperature

went down very quickly to the temperature of the lab.

Finally, the printing sample was dried at 60 �C for

2 min in an oven.

Grid patterns

Several grid patterns were investigated in this study.

For beginning, we focused on orthogonal patterns with

lines, spaced of 5 mm, of different widths: 0.75 mm

(Fig. 2a), 1 mm, 1.5 mm (Fig. 2b), 2 mm and 2.5 mm

(Fig. 2c). Each configuration results in different

covering ratios (CoR), i.e. % of printed surface:

19%, 27%, 51%, 64% and 75%. Thereafter, three other

grid patterns were studied: a honeycomb-type

(Fig. 2d), a re-entrant-type (Fig. 2e) and a sinu-

soidal-type (Fig. 2f), with a line width of 1 mm and

specific dimensions to have a CoR of 27%. The last

two are known to form structures with an auxetic

behaviour (Ren et al. 2018).

Characterization

The printed paper thickness was measured following

the standard ISO 12,625–3 adapted to compressible

structures, which consists in measuring the gap

between two flat platens that compress the paper at

2 kPa. The printed paper surface topography was

characterized by laser profilometry using a 3D-Map�
(Techpap, Grenoble, France). The printed paper cross

section was observed using a microtom RM 2125 RTS

(Leica Biosystems, Nanterre, France) after the sample

was embedded in acrylate and stained with iodine to

enhance the contrast between starch and fibres. The

bending behaviour was characterized by performing

two points bending tests following ISO 2493–1 and the

tensile strength was measured following ISO 1924–2.

All the tests were carried out in a conditioned

atmosphere at 23 �C and 50% RH. Before testing all

the samples were pre-conditioned at 30 �C and 33%

RH during 24 h, and then conditioned 23 �C and 50%

RH during an additional 24 h.

Results

Structural features of the printed papers

Figure 3a shows a top view of the surface topography

of a printed line from the orthogonal pattern grid

printed paper of Fig. 2b. Its width was rather aligned

with that of the screen pattern. The deviation was

lower than 0.2 mm along the line length, suggesting

that the starch formulation did not spread out too much

after deposit. The thickness of the printed layer was

around 15–17 lm (Fig. 3b). It was rather homoge-

neous on the whole printed surface. The evolution of

Fig. 1 Starch grid screen printing main stages
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the basis weight of the printed paper with the CoR

(Table 1) was in accordance with the measured

thickness considering the starch density is around

1.5 g/cm3.

One can notice that the starch did not penetrate in

the paper thickness. It was expected regarding the

closed structure of the paper on this side, resulting

from the calendering operation and surface coating.

Furthermore, no crack was observed in the printed

starch layer, as it may develop when starch dries

without plasticizer. The gentle drying conducted in an

oven at 60 �C surely contributed to limit this phe-

nomenon. Besides, bonding between the starch and the

paper surface was excellent, no delamination phe-

nomenon was observed. It was expected as the starch

formulation is typically used for paper coating.

Figures 3(c-f) depict pictures took with a grazing

incidence of the printed side of the papers with the four

different grid patterns after drying. The printed papers

showed systematically an unexpected 3D permanent

deformation. The printed lines formed ‘‘valleys’’

whereas the unprinted zones were raised, forming

‘‘mountains’’. The phenomenon occurred whatever

the grid pattern. It can be seen as a kind of local

buckling. Thus, orthogonal grid printing formed

regularly arranged square base domes (Fig. 3c),

Fig. 2 Grid patterns deposited by screen printing on the paper

surface. Orthogonal patterns with different line widths and

covering ratios (CoR) a 19%, b 51% and c 75%. d Honeycomb

pattern, e re-entrant pattern and f sinusoidal pattern with 1 mm

line width and 27% of CoR

Fig. 3 a Top surface and b cross section of the printed paper

with the re-entrant grid pattern. Cross-section was obtained

using a microtom after the sample was embedded in acrylate and

stained with iodine. Pictures of the printed side of the paper with

c an orthogonal grid, d a honeycomb grid, e a re-entrant grid and

f a sinusoidal grid
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honeycomb grid printing formed hexagonal base

domes (Fig. 3d) and re-entrant grid printing formed

dome-like structures with a base that well fitted the re-

entrant grid pattern (Fig. 3e). The shape of the

sinusoidal grid printed paper was more complex

(Fig. 3f). Note that it was rather similar when the

sinusoidal grid was printed on a high-density paper or

a low-density paper.

Figure 4 displays the topography maps of the

printed papers with the different orthogonal grids.

The formed 3D structure was highly homogeneous:

each square dome was quite similar in shape and

elevation. While the CoR increased, the base of the

squares decreased whereas their maximum height

increased. However, to accurately quantify the overall

thickness of the deformed printed paper, the standard-

ized method ISO 12,625–3 was preferred. Values are

recorded in Table 1. The overall thickness was

improved by 150% when the CoR was 19%, more

than 200% when the CoR was 27% and 300% when

the CoR was 51%. Beyond, the overall thickness no

longer increased (Fig. 4d and e).

Figures 5a and b show the topography maps of the

papers printed with the re-entrant grid pattern and the

sinusoidal grid pattern, respectively. The re-entrant

one formed domes which were well homogeneous in

shape and maximum height. It must be pointed out that

this height was greater than that of the paper with the

orthogonal grid at the same CoR (27%) and quasi

equivalent to that of the papers with the orthogonal

grid at 51% and beyond CoR (Table 2). Note that it

was quite the same for the paper printed with the

honeycomb grid (Table 2).

As already mentioned, the deformed shape of the

printed paper with the sinusoidal grid was more

complex. When the unprinted zones were aligned

along the machine direction of the paper (MD), they

formed elongated domes; whereas they did not take

uniform mountain shape when they were aligned

along the cross direction of the paper (CD). They

displayed several buckling waves. As a result, they

buckled downward in the middle. The phenomenon is

pointed out by red arrows in Fig. 3f and Fig. 5b.

Furthermore, the overall thickness of this paper was

slightly lower than that of the papers with the re-

entrant and honeycomb grids (Table 2). Figures 6a

and b present the topography maps we get when the

sinusoidal grid was printed on the low-density paper

and on the high-density paper, respectively. The

deformed shape of the printed high-density paper

was regular and homogeneous and the downward

buckling phenomenon was marked (see red arrows).

The gain in overall thickness was huge (? 350%)

(Table 3). The deformed shape of the printed blotting

paper was well apparent but less pronounced. Located

downward buckling was also seen. Thus, the gain in

overall thickness was lower (? 50%) (Table 3).

Mechanical performance of the printed papers

The in-plane and out-of-plane mechanical properties

of the printed papers were assessed by performing

tensile and two-point bending tests. No evolution of

the tensile strength was observed neither in the

machine direction (MD) nor in the cross direction

(CD) whatever the CoR (Table 1), the grid pattern

(Table 2) or the paper density (Table 3). No evolution

Table 1 Structural features and mechanical performances of the printed papers with an othogonal grid at different covering ratios

(CoRs)

Paper 19% 27% 51% 64% 75%

Basis weight (g/m2) 60.0 ± 0.3 64.9 ± 1.2 67.2 ± 0.7 72.6 ± 2.8 75.2 ± 0.8 77.7 ± 1.3

Thickness(lm) 58 ± 2 141 ± 14 190 ± 19 247 ± 32 256 ± 17 240 ± 15

Tensile strength (kN/m) MD

CD

3.6 ± 0.1

2.0 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.1

3.5 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.1

3.4 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.1

Bending stiffness (mN.m) MD

CD

0.08 ± 0.02

0.05 ± 0.02

0.35 ± 0.08

0.15 ± 0.05

0.38 ± 0.10

0.18 ± 0.07

0.55 ± 0.13

0.22 ± 0.08

0.53 ± 0.15

0.30 ± 0.10

0.53 ± 0.18

0.28 ± 0.12

Calculated from Eq. (1) MD

CD

0.49

0.31

1.16

0.72

2.18

1.36

2.17

1.35

1.83

1.14
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of the breaking strain was noticed either. As a

conclusion, the permanent paper deformation induced

by printing would not so much alter the intrinsic

properties of the fibre network, even if the presence of

starch at the paper surface could counteract a potential

loss of properties.

In contrast, the bending performance was drasti-

cally improved with grid printing. The bending

Fig. 4 Topography maps of the orthogonal grid printed paper with a covering ratio (CoR) of a 19%, b 27%, c 51%, d 64% and e 75%

Fig. 5 Topography maps of a the re-entrant grid printed paper and b the sinusoidal grid printed paper
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moment was plotted as a function of the bending

curvature in Fig. 7a and b for the papers printed with

the different orthogonal patterns, in MD and CD

respectively. For all the considered CoRs, the bending

moment increased linearly with the curvature until

7–10 m-1. This first slope corresponds to the bending

stiffness. Values are recorded in Table 1. The bending

stiffness was multiplied by a factor close to four when

the paper was printed with a 27% CoR grid, and by a

factor six with a 51% CoR grid. In CD, differences

were only slightly lower. Beyond 7–10 m-1 of

curvature, the bending moment increased with a

slightly lower slope until the highest investigated

curvature (35 m-1). The slope reduction was more

important for the lowest CoRs. It is worth noting that

increasing the CoR beyond 51% did not have any

significant impact on the paper bending behaviour.

When comparing the grid pattern, the paper with

the sinusoidal one showed the highest bending stiff-

ness in both directions (Table 2). Compared with the

base paper, the bending stiffness was improved by

more than 450% in both directions. The re-entrant

pattern grid had the same stiffness in MD but a lower

one in CD. This discrepancy could originate from the

anisotropy of this pattern. Note that, on the contrary,

the honeycomb pattern seemed to give the printed

paper a more isotropic behaviour. The best perfor-

mances obtained in MD with the ‘‘auxetic’’ patterns

Table 2 Structural features

and mechanical

performances of the printed

papers with different grid

patterns (at 27% CoR)

Orthogonal Honeycomb Re-entrant Sinusoidal

Basis weight (g/m2) 67.2 ± 0.7 64.6 ± 0.7 65.5 ± 0.7 67.6 ± 1.0

Thickness(lm) 190 ± 19 251 ± 13 249 ± 28 218 ± 10

Tensile strength (kN/m) MD

CD

3.6 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.1

3.3 ± 0.4

1.9 ± 0.1

3.6 ± 0.1

1.9 ± 0.1

3.3 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.0

Bending stiffness (mN.m) MD

CD

0.38 ± 0.10

0.18 ± 0.08

0.33 ± 0.08

0.28 ± 0.08

0.45 ± 0.13

0.20 ± 0.03

0.45 ± 0.13

0.28 ± 0.15

Fig. 6 Topography maps of a the high-density paper (tracing paper) and b the low-density paper (blotting paper), after printing of the

sinusoidal pattern grid

Table 3 Structural features

and mechanical

performances of the high-

density and low-density

papers, before and after grid

printing (sinusoidal pattern,

27% CoR)

Tracing paper Blotting paper

Basis weight (g/m2) 70.4 ± 0.3 85.7 ± 0.7 69.6 ± 0.3 82.9 ± 0.3

Thickness(lm) 64 ± 1 289 ± 9 125 ± 2 193 ± 3

Tensile strength (kN/m) MD

CD

6.9 ± 0.3

3.1 ± 0.1

6.2 ± 0.2

3.2 ± 0.3

4.1 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.1

4.3 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.1

Bending stiffness (mN.m) MD

CD

0.30 ± 0.03

0.15 ± 0.03

0.50 ± 0.05

0.43 ± 0.05

0.18 ± 0.03

0.08 ± 0.03

0.68 ± 0.15

0.35 ± 0.10
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could result from the specific geometrical and

mechanical properties these patterns confer (Ren

et al. 2018). However deeper experimental character-

izations are needed to conclude.

Moreover, regarding the other paper types, the

improvement was slightly lower but still pronounced:

it reached 60% in MD for the high-density paper and

270% for the low-density paper (Table 3).

Discussion

Understanding of bending performance

and resulting lightweigting

The improvement in bending performance that we get

by only printing a starch grid for an equivalent weight

of 7 g/m2 (27% CoV) or 10 g/m2 (51% CoV) was

huge (9 4 and 9 6 respectively) and unexpected. It

could result from the 3D shape the printed paper

permanently took after drying. The moment of inertia

of the paper cross section could be greatly improved.

One could accurately predict the bending stiffness of

this kind of ‘‘architectured’’ material using numerical

approaches [10]. It is not the purpose of this paper,

nevertheless a rough approximation can be given by

using an available analytical solution for corrugated

sheets of Eq. (1) from Cao and Huang (2018), wherein

the bending stiffness D is expressed as a function of

the paper in-plane Young modulus E and of the

geometrical parameters of the cross-section. These

parameters were roughly deduced from the measured

topographic profile (Fig. 4) and by considering the

initial paper thickness t (Fig. 8).

D ¼ E

2a
bth2 þ t

3sinh
h3

� �
ð1Þ

The calculated bending stiffnesses are presented in

Table 1. They differed from the experimental one:

they were significantly greater. These discrepancies

were higher as the CoR increased. They could be due

to the strong approximation made on the cross-section

shape or to the damage phenomena that could occur at

the fibre network scale when the paper was being

deformed. Note that the damage would be obviously

greater with the deformation magnitude. Further

investigations are needed to conclude. Nevertheless,

the magnitude of the theoretical stiffness gain gives an

idea of the potential of this approach to improve the

paper bending stiffness to weight ratio.

In order to (roughly) estimate the lightweighting

that could be achieved, we calculated the thickness (t)

of the theoretical paper with the same composition,

density and Young modulus than the base paper and

with the same bending stiffness than the paper printed

with the sinusoidal grid (27% CoR) (Table 2) by using

the simple relationship from the beam theory of

Eq. (2).

t ¼ 12D

E

� �1=3

ð2Þ

The calculated thickness t reached a value around

100 lm. As a result, the basis weight would be around

100 g/m2. As a conclusion, if we consider only the

bending stiffness, a paper of 100 g/m2 could be

theoretically replaced by a printed paper of 60 g/m2

with 7 g/m2 of starch: the weight could be reduced by

33%. If we assume that the cost of the starch is 30%

higher than the cost of the paper pulp (1 €/kg vs 0.7 €/

kg), the raw material cost could be reduced by 30%.
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the bending moment with the bending

curvature of the printed papers with an orthogonal grid at

different CoRs, a in the machine direction (MD) and b in the

cross direction (CD), when performing two-points bending test

according to the ISO 2493–1 standard
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Understanding of the underlying phenomena

However, to take full advantage of this approach, the

paper deformation obtained by printing and drying

must be controllable. This requires to understand the

underlying phenomena. At the present time, we are

able to only give some first insights on their under-

standing. As the starch ‘‘ink’’ is made of 60% of water,

it shrinks when it dries. At the same time, some low

energy chemical interactions are being developed

between the starch macromolecules and the polymers

on the paper surface (i.e. cellulose for tracing and

blotting papers, and latex for the coated paper), eased

by the water intake that soften them. This water may

also help weaken fibre–fibre bonding. A part of the

stresses initiated at drying during the papermaking

process may be released. Thus, the fibre network may

be free to re-arrange for a moment. It may be more

likely to follow the starch shrinkage along the printed

lines. The inherent shrinkage of the fiber network

allowed by stress release could also contribute to the

shrinkage. We do not know its actual contribution, but

we can provide some first elements of answer. The

shrinkage of the fibre network is known to differ

between the MD and the CD (Niskanen, 1998).

However, we did not observe any anisotropy in the

raised structures (except on the local buckling shape in

the paper with the sinusoidal pattern, which would be

related to the anisotropic behaviour of the unprinted

areas). This observation suggests that shrinkage along

the printed lines would be mainly piloted by starch

shrinking.

Then, the unprinted areas may be subjected to axial

compression in both directions. This load may be high

enough to exceed the critical buckling load of the

paper, and it buckles between the printed lines.

Figure 9 displays a piece of paper where the starch

grid was printed using a syringe attached to a XY

table before and after drying. The paper shrinkage

Fig. 8 Geometrical parameters of the approximated corrugated shape of the cross section of the printed paper with the orthogonal grid

Fig. 9 Pictures of the orthogonal grid pattern printed on the

Gerstar paper before and after drying in an oven at 60 �C. Here,

starch was deposited using a syringe attached to a XY table
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along the printed lines and the consequent buckling of

the unprinted area are well observable. The proposed

mechanism would be consistent with the evolution of

the overall thickness with the CoR (a plateau was

reached beyond 51%, see Table 1). When the width of

the printed line increased, compressive loading

increased but the area between the printed lines

decreased. Plate buckling and post-buckling beha-

viour is known to depend on the slenderness ratio of

the plate: the lower the slenderness ratio, the higher the

critical buckling load, the lower the buckled shape

magnitude. Therefore, the increase of the compressive

loading could be compensated by the increase of the

critical buckling load beyond 51% of CoR. However,

further work is needed to accurately establish the

relationship between the shrinkage phenomenon and

the buckling occurrence.

Indeed, another mechanism could also operate. On

may assume that the water content is not constant over

the paper thickness under the printed line before

complete drying. It may regularly decrease from the

side contacting the printed line to the opposite side of

the paper. Thus, a drying shrinkage gradient may

establish over the paper thickness. This could trigger

the formation of a ‘‘valley’’ fold along the printed line

(Shigemune et al. 2014). This hypothesis would be

consistent with our observations, as domes always

formed towards the printed side of the paper. One may

assume that both phenomena (buckling and fold-

forming) play a part in the 3D permanent deformation

of paper. Here again, further investigations are needed

to conclude. It is worth noting that the (well-known)

cockling phenomenon of paper is the result of the same

kind of mechanisms: local buckling and local curl of

paper that arise from the structural uneveness of paper

coupled with its hygroexpansivity (Kajanto, 1993;

Niskanen, 1998; Lipponen et al., 2008). Finally, the

3D deformation of paper obtained here by printing a

starch grid and drying could be seen as a kind of

‘‘controlled’’ cockling.

If the proposed mechanisms are the right ones, one

could predict the dome shape and the magnitude by

using a buckling model provided that one has iden-

tified the right boundary conditions at the edges (i.e.

the printed lines) and the right biaxial compression

loading resulting from the drying shrinkage forces.

Then, by using this modelling approach the grid

pattern that maximizes the printed paper bending

resistance could be identified. Auxetic grid patterns

could also contribute to the performance improvement

in a more specific way, for example by giving the

printed paper a dome-like shape when it bends.

However, this requires that the 3D structure of the

printed paper can deform sufficiently during stressing.

This last point should be further investigated but first

tests suggested that the deformation potential of the

printed papers is limited: the tensile strain at break was

rather equivalent before and after grid printing.

Conclusion

Printing starch patterned grid on low basis weight

packaging paper was found to be a relevant way to

improve its bending performance to weight ratio. It

was multiplied by at least a factor three for the 60 g/m2

paper considered in this study. Therefore, a significant

weight reduction of the final packaging could be

achieved. As the used thermo-modified corn starch is

rather standard and commercially available at low

cost, and as the considered printing process has been

industrially used for decades, the proposed approach

may be considered as industrially viable on a technical

and economical point of view.

The huge gain observed in bending performance

was assumed to be the consequence of the permanent

3D shape the paper took after printing, which directly

depended on the grid pattern. However, the mecha-

nisms responsible for the paper deformation are not

fully understood to this day. We assume that the

drying shrinkage of the starch plays a major role. The

paper in-plane compression loading that is induced

along the printed lines could lead to the buckling of the

unprinted zones or/and to the formation of ‘‘valley’’

folds along the printed lines. A better understanding is

required to be able to control these phenomena. For

instance, if we assume that the buckling approach is

relevant, the quantity of printed starch and the grid

pattern should be designed to guarantee that in-plane

drying shrinkage forces exceed the critical buckling

load of the unprinted areas. Thus, this approach could

be applied to the lightweighting of a broader range of

packaging papers, from papers of 50 g/m2 to folding

boards of 200 g/m2 for cups or cases for instance, in

view of further reducing the ecological impact of

packaging.
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